SCHOOL AGE PROGRAMS:  
6th – 8th grade

Programs are suitable for classes of 30 students or less.

PRICING:

$125 for each hour long class
$750 for 6-8 classes
$1125 for 9-12 classes

Travel Fees may apply outside of Tarrant County.

★ **Snail Science**
Your students will use snails in this fun and interesting lesson. After taking time to observe and learn some background about snails, participants will get to design and carry out a simple experiment involving these intriguing animals.

★ **Chemistry in a Bag**
In this program your students will learn about both physical and chemical changes and get to observe chemical reactions up close. They will get a chance to formulate a simple experiment with materials present, and form and test their own hypothesis.

★ **Investigations in Earth Processes**
During the program, your students will be challenged to develop an understanding of the Earth processes of weathering, erosion, deposition and plate tectonics. Our staff will help your students develop a working definition for these processes as they use earth materials to investigate each process. Please make sure that educators have access to water and a sink for this program.

★ **Gravity, Force, and Motion**
Using chain reactions, your students are introduced to forces, gravity, kinetic, potential, and transfer of energy. Then students will complete a small group challenge by designing and constructing a ball run. Please make sure each class as wall space available to create their ball runs.